
Key beef sustainability communication strategies and
priority messages for 2019.
Strategies for identifying target market(s)/audience(s) needs
and concerns.
Best practices for social media audience engagement.
Tips for creating effective visuals/digital images.
Practices for testing message effectiveness with audiences.
Key measures of communication effectiveness and impact.
Hosting creative community-based live events and
conferences.
Tips for cultivating empathy and why it matters for
consumer conversations.

-Please confirm your region's/organization's participation via email to sarah@sarahjbohnenkamp.com. 
 
-Video file upload deadline: May 9 
 
-Online launch of content library will be near May 10 (1.5 weeks before Sustainability Communicators Summit)
 
-GRSB has a goal of launching with 10 videos! 

Help GRSB create a video library of
sustainable beef 

communication mastery!

Timeline

The Request

Topics to Consider:

1-Select 3-4 top communication insights you feel a global sustainability communicators audience would value and that you'd
feel confident sharing with others. 
 
Outline content for a 20-60 minute video, featuring stories of actual sustainability communication experience and/or priority
communication projects currently being executed and why they're important to the beef narrative. 
Note: If you have content that exceeds 60 minutes, that's great! Please break into two separate videos. 
 
2-Record content via Zoom with video of presenter. Use of slides is the choice of the presenter. (GRSB can assist with the
planning and recording of your content, if technical support is desired. Remember to keep things simple. The goal is to share
real stories and to help each other. It's NOT about creating highly-edited, perfect videos. Keep it simple! #progressvsperfection.)
 
3-Upload mp4 file for GRSB use: https://www.dropbox.com/request/9BQlC5nwM3B7RVTCEijD. 

The GRSB has a vision to curate a global library of beef sustainability communication tools and resources, and your help is
requested for the initial launch! The first virtual library wing will be opened as an exciting lead-in to the 2019 Sustainability
Communicators Summit (visit grsbeef.org for details) and having leaders like YOU engaged is critical to success.  
 
We're excited for regional roundtables and other communication-focused members to join us in creating simple (Zoom) video
content to be shared online, with the purpose to serve our membership's communication learning needs. Many members have
expressed desires to learn more about the specific strategies and tactics driving beef sustainability communication in different
parts of the world, and this platform will allow for a virtual conversation about best practices, trends and more. 

Proven methods for engaging producers in
communication strategies.
Best approaches to virtually communicate with
internal stakeholders.
Media engagement pitfalls and trends.
Influencer marketing musts and nevers. 
Tips for translating complex messages to simple key
points.
Whatever YOU think can help to solve the problems
sustainability communicators face.

Will YOUR organization be a part of this inaugural virtual sharing of sustainability communication knowledge?


